This paper presents the Group Testing for Wavelets algorithm GTW, which i s a n o vel embedded wavelet-based image compression technique based on the concept of group testing. We explain how group testing is a generalization of the zerotree coding technique for wavelet-transformed images. We also show that Golomb coding is equivalent t o H w ang's group testing algorithm 3 . GTW is similar to SPIHT 11 but replaces SPIHT's sorting pass with a new group testing based method. Although no arithmetic coding is implemented, GTW performs competitively with SPIHT's arithmetic coding variant in terms of rate-distortion performance.
Introduction
Recent image coders have shown that coding wavelet coe cients of an image can be a highly e ective w ay to compress images. Many of these wavelet-based coding techniques produce an embedded bit stream, that is, a bit stream with the following property: Any pre x of the compressed bit stream represents an e cient encoding of the original image. The bit-plane approach applied to scalar quantization of wavelet coe cients has proved to be an e ective w ay to generate an embedded code. EZW 12 , SPIHT 11 , and ECECOW 13 are all algorithms that use this bit-plane by bit-plane technique, although their methods of encoding bit-planes vary drastically.
Shapiro's use of zerotrees in EZW 12 showed that clever coding of wavelet coe cients can lead to image compression algorithms that are fast and e ective i n rate-distortion performance. SPIHT 11 improved upon EZW with a better method of managing how zerotrees are subdivided. This paper introduces a new image coder, called Group Testing for Wavelets GTW. Our algorithm seeks to improve u p o n these two previous works by placing coe cients into groups which are then coded. Since the groups do not have to be zerotrees, our algorithm can be thought o f a s a generalization of SPIHT.
Group testing is a technique for identifying a few signi cant items out of a large pool of items. First studied by Dorfman 3 in 1942, group testing has been applied to many diverse elds. Our observation that zerotree coding is a special case of group testing lead us to investigate group testing as a basis for wavelet coding. In this paper, we describe several group testing techniques and how they apply to data compression. We show that Hwang's group testing algorithm 3 generates a code that is equivalent to an elementary Golomb code 10 .
Much of this paper explains our new image compression algorithm GTW and its development. Our basic method is divide the coe cients in a bit-plane into di erent classes, and code each class with a di erent group tester. We can think of each class of coe cients as a di erent context, and each group tester as a general entropy coder. Our particular method of de ning classes was derived from examining the characteristics of image wavelet coe cients. We hope the ideas behind GTW's development will lead to a better understanding of how one should code image wavelet coe cients.
We compare the rate-distortion performance of GTW with that of SPIHT without arithmetic coding and SPIHT-AC with arithmetic coding. GTW is about 0.7 dB better than SPIHT and close to SPIHT-AC o ver a large range of bit-rates. This is a signi cant result because GTW does not employ arithmetic coding, but relies only on group testing. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the basics of group testing, and how it relates to data compression. Section 3 introduces the GTW, the new image compression algorithm. Section 4 evaluates our algorithm's rate-distortion performance. Finally, w e conclude with section 5 by comparing GTW with other related work.
Group Testing Background

Introduction
The concept of group testing was originally derived from identifying Army recruits that were infected with syphilis 3 . A laboratory blood test could detect the presence or absence of syphilitic antigen. Instead of testing the recruits individually, the blood samples of several men could be pooled together and tested. A lack of the antigen would imply none of these men have syphilis; its presence would imply at least one of these men has syphilis. If the percentage of infected recruits is small, then pooling the bloods samples can greatly reduce the required number of laboratory tests.
A simple version of the group testing problem can thus be de ned as follows: Given n items, s of which are signi cant, what is the best way to identify the s signi cant items? It is assumed that items can be identi ed as signi cant or insigni cant only through group tests. A group test is the process of picking a subset of the n items and determining whether there is a signi cant item in that set. There are two possible outcomes of a group test on set K : either K is insigni cant meaning all items in K are insigni cant, or K is signi cant meaning there is at least one signi cant item in K . Algorithms solving this and many other group testing problems can be found in 3 .
Applicability
Group testing has been found to be widely applicable to problems in many di erent areas. Besides screening for disease, applications have been found in areas as diverse as industry for identifying defective Christmas lights, graph theory, and fault tolerant computing. In fact, group testing can also be used for data compression, if we view compression in the following manner:
Given a binary bit stream as input, think of each input bit as an item, where 1's represent signi cant items, and 0's represent insigni cant items. Now let an encoder use a group testing algorithm to identify the signi cant items the 1's in the bit stream. As output, it would send binary bits representing the outcomes of the group tests performed: 0 for an insigni cant set, and 1 for a signi cant set. As long as the method of choosing the input bits for each group test is deterministic, a decoder could infer the input bit stream based solely on the output.
Now that we h a ve an encoding decoding scheme, the obvious question to ask is how w ell does this scheme compress the given data? Since group testing algorithms try to minimize the number of group tests, in our scenario, that is equivalent t o minimizing the number of bits in the encoder's output. Since this is exactly what a good compression scheme would do, we expect good group testing algorithms to also be good at compressing data.
In wavelet-based image compression, the vast majority of the wavelet coe cients are close to zero. This means that the leading bit-planes have few signi cant coecients. Both EZW and SPIHT algorithms take advantage of this fact by examining zerotrees groups of coe cients organized in a tree for signi cance. The SPIHT coder transmits one bit for every zerotree examined. If all coe cients of a zerotree are insigni cant, a 0 is sent; otherwise, a 1 is sent and the tree is partitioned into smaller zerotrees which also must be tested. In essence, this is a group testing algorithm. The signi cance pass called the sorting pass in 11 of the SPIHT algorithm can be thought of as a group tester that identi es the signi cant coe cients of a given bit-plane. In this paper, we explore if the same kind of knowledge that makes the zerotrees good groups to test can be applied to create a more general group testing procedure that can replace the SPIHT signi cance pass.
Hwang's Group Testing Algorithm
Hwang proposed one of the rst group testing algorithms in 1972 6 . As input, the algorithm is given n items and the knowledge that s of these n items are signi cant. The algorithm identi es the s signi cant items as follows. Let P be the initial set of n items. Select a subset K of P of size k the choice of k is critical and will be discussed later. Test whether K is signi cant. If K is insigni cant then we repeat the process for the set P , K with the knowledge that all the members of K are insigni cant. If K is signi cant then the algorithm uses binary splitting described below to identify a single signi cant item x in the set K . Binary splitting will also identify a set I of insigni cant items, where I K . The algorithm then repeats the process, trying to identify s , 1 signi cant items in the set P , I f xg. The algorithm terminates when s signi cant items have been identi ed. Any u n tested items are then determined to be insigni cant. The process of selecting the set K for testing is called a group iteration.
The binary splitting algorithm works on an input set K of size k, with K assumed to be signi cant so that at least one item in K is signi cant. If k = 1 w e are done. Otherwise, partition K into two roughly equal sized parts, K 1 and K 2 . P erform a group test on K 1 . I f K 1 is insigni cant, then we know K 2 is signi cant, so recursively search K 2 for a signi cant item. Otherwise, K 1 is signi cant, and K 1 can be recursively searched for a signi cant item. Eventually, a signi cant item will be found, and it will take at most dlog 2 ke tests to nd a signi cant item in K . In the process, all the items in the sets that were tested to be insigni cant are identi ed as individually insigni cant.
The choice of the group iteration size k can drastically a ect the e ectiveness of the group tester. Intuitively, w e w ant the expected number of signi cant items in K to be around 1. This will ensure that sometimes K will be insigni cant, and that k insigni cant items can be identi ed with one test. Hwang chose k t o b e a p o wer of 2 to simplify binary splitting. Since we do not require powers of 2 for our work, our method of choosing k is di erent from Hwang's and based on entropy arguments found in section 2.4. Our exact choice can be found in section 3.4.2.
Entropy and Golomb Coding
One goal of compression algorithm design is for the average code length of a code to be as close to the entropy of the source as possible that is, to have l o w redundancy. Although minimizing the number of group tests in our group testing framework also minimizes the length of the code generated by group testing, it does not tell us how well group testing performs relative to the entropy. W e therefore examine an example of group testing in detail to understand its e ectiveness.
Consider a binary source where each bit has value 0 independently with probability p, and apply Hwang's group testing algorithm, where we always choose the group iteration size k = 8 . For this example, we assume that when k items are chosen, they are the rst k bits in the source that are not yet coded. We also assume that whenever a set K is partitioned into two sets, the rst set tested K 1 will contain the bits of the rst half of K , in the order that the bits were in the input source. The output produced by a group iteration on 8 bits is shown in table 1. If the 8 input bits are all 0, then one group test and thus one output bit is used to describe all 8 bits. In all other cases, the rst output bit signi es that the set of input bits is signi cant, and the remaining 3 output bits indicate the position of the rst signi cant input bit. The value of the input bits represented with a`?' will not a ect the output bits sent. Note that the value of these bits will remain unknown after one group iteration; their value must be determined in a subsequent group iteration. In contrast, the input bits represented with`0' will be coded known to be insigni cant after one group iteration. Table 1 also shows that Hwang's algorithm essentially yields a variable-to-variable length code. If we ignore the ?'s in the table, then the string of eight 0's codes to the single bit 0 while each of the other run-length strings ending in 1 codes to a 4 bit string. This is the elementary Golomb code of order 8 see 10 which is a simple variation on Golomb codes 5 . Generalizing, we see that the code that a group iteration of size k produces is equivalent to an elementary Golomb code of order k. Interestingly, Ordentlich, et al. 10 and Malvar 9 both use elementary Golomb codes to e ectively code wavelet coe cients. Because zerotree testing and Golomb coding are both equivalent to group testing we can state that a signi cant n umber of wavelet coding techniques essentially rely on group testing.
Gallager and Van Voorhis 4 studied the e ectiveness of Golomb codes in terms of entropy. By directly applying their results, we know that the optimal group size k is the unique integer k satisfying the inequalities p k + p k+1 1 p k + p k,1 ; 1 where p is the probability that a source bit has value 0. It can be shown that for this choice of k, elementary Golomb codes, and therefore group testing using Hwang's algorithm, is always within 5 of entropy, and usually much l o wer.
Adaptive group testing
Hwang's group testing algorithm assumes the number of signi cant items in the initial set is already known. This number is used to select the group iteration size k. In the context of data compression, the encoder can send this number as side information to the decoder at the beginning of the bit stream. However, it may be preferable to not send this information at all, but instead estimate k adaptively as bits are encoded. Strategies for choosing k can be found from both competitive group testing literature 2 and from adaptive Golomb coding literature 7 .
3 The GTW Algorithm
Algorithm Design
We h a ve seen that SPIHT's signi cance pass uses a form of group testing. This pass identi es the coe cients in the current bit-plane that just became signi cant in other words, those coe cients whose leading 1 bit occurs in the current bitplane. The design goal behind GTW was to nd the most e ective method of nding these signi cant coe cients through use of di erent group testing algorithms. Thus, the GTW algorithm improves upon SPIHT by replacing its signi cance pass with a method based on Hwang's group testing algorithm.
An obvious way of using group testing in the signi cance pass is to simply take all the coe cients in order, from lowest subband to highest subband, and code them with a group test coder. Unfortunately, this will not work well because of the assumptions made in the group testing problem. In particular, the group testing problem assumes that nothing is known about the initial items. This is similar to assuming that all coe cients are equally likely to be signi cant, and that all coe cients are independent of each other. Neither of these facts is strictly true in our application. Clearly, coe cients in a lower subband are more likely to be signi cant than coe cients in a higher subband when no other information is known about them. Coe cients also have a strong dependence on their neighboring coe cients, where the neighbors of a coe cient are those spatially adjacent in the same subband, and those representing the same spatial location but in a di erent subband see gure 1. In fact, when a signi cant coe cient is found, its neighboring coe cients are likely to be found signi cant.
One way to solve this di culty is to make the characteristics of our input to group testing match with what the group testing algorithm expects. This means that when we perform a group iteration on a set of items, we w ant each item in the set to be independent of the others, and we w ant each item in the set to be equally likely to be signi cant. To do this, we will organize all the coe cients into classes that tend to have our desired properties. We will try to make the coe cients in each class independent o f e a c h other, as well as equally likely to be signi cant. Each class could then be coded with a di erent adaptive group tester; this makes sense because we expect di erent classes to have di erent probabilities of being signi cant.
Putting coe cients into classes is similar to choosing di erent contexts for the coe cients, and coding each context with a di erent e n tropy coder. Thus, we m ust design our classes with the context dilution problem in mind. That is, having too many classes will result in many classes with only a few coe cients. Group testing may never e ectively adapt to these classes, resulting in poor coding performance. On the other hand, having many classes may be bene cial because the coe cients in a class will have similar characteristics. This will lead to better adaptation and coding performance. The number of classes must be chosen to balance the e ectiveness of many classes with the ine ectiveness of very few coe cients in each class.
GTW Classes
We de ne the GTW classes based on the properties of typical wavelet transform coe cients of image data; these properties were derived from previous work such a s SPIHT. The characteristics that distinguish between GTW classes are as follows:
Subband Level. In a bit-plane of a wavelet-transformed image the coe cients in lower subbands are more likely to be signi cant. The lowest subband counts as a subband level. There is one additional subband level for each level of the wavelet transform. Figure 2 shows the 4 subband levels when 3 levels of the wavelet transform are performed.
In our study we perform 6 levels of wavelet transform using the Daubechies 9 7-tap lters 1 on 512 512 images. In this case, there are 7 subband levels leading to an 8 8 l o west subband. Note that the average of the coe cients in the lowest subband is subtracted from the lowest subband before the GTW's signi cance pass starts. The average is coded and sent in the rst bits of GTW. Signi cant Neighbor Metric. A coe cient in a bit-plane is likely to be signi cant if more of its neighbors are signi cant. A neighbor is de ned to be the following: one of up to 8 spatially adjacent coe cients in the same subband, one of the 2 spatially identical coe cients in another subband at the same level, the parent coe cient i n t h e next lower subband, or one of the 4 child coe cients in the next higher subband. The parent child relations are exactly as de ned in SPIHT. Figure 1 shows the neighbors of a coe cient. There are 4 values in the signi cant neighbor metric, 0, 1, 2, and 3+, depending on whether 0, 1, 2, or more than 2 neighbors are signi cant. In counting the signi cant neighbors we count one for each spatially adjacent, spatially identically, and parent coe cients, but just one for all 4 children coe cients. That is, if one or more children are signi cant then we add one to the count of signi cant neighbors. Thus, the maximum neighbor count i s 1 2 e v en though there are 15 neighbors. In determining the signi cant neighbor metric for a coe cient in the current bit-plane, a neighbor can be known to be signi cant from the coding of a previous bit-plane or from the coding of the current bit-plane. We derived our signi cant neighbor metric from several considerations. We c hose to limit the 4 children to count as at most one because the 4 children, taken together, represent one spatially equivalent spot in the next higher subband level. Also, knowing that 4 child coe cients are signi cant does not seem to bear 4 times as much information as knowing that one child coe cient is signi cant. By similar reasoning perhaps the parent of the coe cient should count for more than one. This leads to a general question of how the neighbors should be weighted to achieve best performance. We h a ve discovered that a principled" weighting based on training using the standard logit 8 approach does not perform signi cantly better than our ad hoc signi cant neighbor metric.
We reduce the resulting count of signi cant neighbors to four values for several reasons. One is too avoid having too many classes, and su ering from a context dilution problem. Another is the observation that once the metric for a coe cient reaches about 4, then the probability of signi cance for that coe cient is high enough that a group iteration size of one is su cient. The inequalities 1 show that k = 1 when p p 5 , 1=2 :62, implying that when the probability of being signi cant is greater than about .38 then a group size of 1 is su cient.
Pattern Type. To o set the fact that adjacent coe cients are correlated, coecients adjacent to each other are assigned di erent pattern types. The pattern type is based solely on position in a subband. In GTW, each coe cient belongs to one of 4 distinct pattern types as shown in gure 3. 
Class Ordering
A GTW class is de ned by these three characteristics: subband level, signi cant neighbor metric, and pattern type. For our study we used 7 subband levels, 4 signi cant neighbor metric types, and 4 pattern types for a total of 112 classes. With these speci ed classes, what is the best order in which to code these classes? From the perspective of generating an embedded bit stream, we should code the coe cients that contain the most information rst; this suggests coding the classes most likely to contain signi cant coe cients rst. Based on this heuristic, we should code the low subband level classes before the high subband level classes. We should also code the classes with more signi cant neighbors before those with fewer or no signi cant neighbors. After some testing, we determined that the following ordering resulted in good rate-distortion performance.
GTW ordering: Always code the classes with the greatest signi cant neighbor metric rst. If there are several classes with the same signi cant neighbor metric, then code the classes with the lowest pattern type rst.
If there are classes with the same signi cant neighbor metric and pattern type, then code the class with the lowest subband level rst. One way t o v erify that this ordering works well is through gure 4. It is a scatter plot of the log of the group iteration size k for each class. Every group iteration performed is placed in a rectangular bin. Darker bins correspond to bins containing more elements. Classes are ordered according to the GTW ordering; thus, the classes on the left of the plot are always coded before the classes on the right. This graph shows that the classes with the lower group iteration sizes tend to be coded rst. The classes with low group iteration size also tend to be those most likely to be signi cant.
GTW Details
Signi cance Pass
The GTW algorithm to code the signi cant coe cients in a bit-plane is fairly simple.
Repeatedly: 1. Perform a group iteration on the group within the rst non-empty GTW class, according to the GTW ordering of the classes. Output bits corresponding to the group iteration. 2. If a signi cant coe cient is found, update the neighbors of that coe cient coe cients could change classes at this point. 3. Update the group size statistic for the class tested. As this outline implies, each class has its own group size statistic. These statistics are used to calculate the size of the next group iteration for that class, according to our adaptive group tester de ned in section 3.4.2.
Adaptive Group Tester
The only di erence between our group testing strategy and Hwang's algorithm is in our adaptive method of choosing the group iteration size k. Since our k does not have t o b e a p o wer of 2, our implementation of binary splitting is slightly more general than Hwang's. As described in section 2.3, binary splitting partitions a signi cant set K into two sets K 1 and K 2 of roughly equal size. Our implementation of binary splitting chooses the cardinality of the two sets to be i and k ,i where i is a power of two and k , i is as close to i as possible. The size of K 1 is chosen to be mini; k , i.
An entropy argument shows this is the most e ective c hoice. As an example, a set of size 11 is partitioned into sets of size 4 and 7 with the set of size 4 tested rst, and a set of size 13 is partitioned into sets of size 5 and 8 with the set of size 5 tested rst.
Our adaptive strategy for choosing the group iteration size k C for class C works as follows: Continually keep track o f s C , the number of signi cant coe cients identi ed so far in class C , and n C , the total number of coe cients identi ed so far in C . Initially, when n C = 0, start with group iteration size k C = 1. While no signi cant coe cient is found in the previous group iterations for C , double k C and perform another group iteration. Once the rst signi cant coe cient is found, use p = n C , s C =n C as the probability estimate of insigni cance, and choose k C satisfying the inequalities 1. Note that the initial phase of our strategy is the doubling strategy taken from Bar-Noy, et al. 2 . This scheme quickly adapts to the characteristics of the source.
Results
We present our results on the 512512 Barbara image and compare our PSNR curve with the ones for SPIHT with and without arithmetic coding. Figure 5 shows that GTW performs about 0.7 dB better than SPIHT without arithmetic coding and about the same as SPIHT with arithmetic coding. Results on other images were similar. We also performed experiments on many v ariations of GTW, such as trying different signi cant neighbor metrics, pattern types, class orderings, and adaptive group testing strategies. We also tried adding arithmetic coding. None of the variations signi cantly improved performance. Because of space limitations we cannot report on them all here.
Conclusion
We h a ve shown that the proposed method of coding GTW classes performs better than SPIHT's method of coding zerotrees, in the rate-distortion sense. We h a ve shown that it is possible to get performance comparable to SPIHT-AC without using arithmetic coding. Although SPIHT-AC has a more mature and faster implementation, we believe that GTW can be sped up considerably without compromising its rate-distortion performance.
We conclude by highlighting the di erences between GTW and other recent w ork in image compression. Ordentlich, Weinberger, and Seroussi's algorithm 10 and Malvar's algorithm 9 are similar to GTW in that they both use Golomb codes. The main di erences are in what contexts are used and in what order the bits are coded.
Wu's ECECOW algorithm 13 does not use group testing, but strict arithmetic encoding with context. Training is used to calculate the contexts that will be used in the coding. ECECOW has impressive rate-distortion performance, certainly better than SPIHT-AC and GTW, but neither SPIHT-AC nor GTW rely on training to achieve their results.
Group testing uni es into a single framework many previously proposed wavelet coding algorithms, including zerotree algorithms and Golomb code algorithms. We believe that this framework is useful for its generality and applicability. More sophisticated group testing approaches may lead to image compression algorithms with even better rate-distortion performance.
